Modernize Your Oracle Database Infrastructure

High-performance database-as-a-service for responsiveness, governance, and ROI

**Faster Responses**
Support larger databases and accelerate complex queries with low latency and higher throughput.

**Reduce Oracle TCO**
Up to 30% lower infrastructure, support, and licensing costs to save on technology budgets.

**Cloud Operating Model**
Customer-service catalog for DBaaS with optional fully-managed operations.

Realize up to 450% gain in performance for your mission-critical Oracle databases and significantly reduce infrastructure and licensing costs with Hitachi Unified Compute Platform solution

Oracle databases are critical to business operations for organizations ranging from large financial service providers to health care institutions and retailers. With their scale, performance, and automation, Oracle databases provide the foundation for transaction processing and analytics services. Businesses innovate faster and drive value when Oracle databases power their core applications.

However, customers with a cloud-first strategy for their IT planning find it tricky to migrate Oracle databases to public clouds due to potential performance issues or regulatory compliance requirements. Minimizing latencies on databases powering revenue-impacting workloads is no longer an option for businesses.

Hitachi’s pre-validated turnkey Oracle infrastructure solution delivers ultra-low latency in micro-seconds to power your most-critical workloads. Orchestration, licensing governance, and as-a-service consumption simplify managing Oracle database environments.

**High Performance**
Run critical applications with micro-second latency.

**Slash TCO**
Significantly reduce infrastructure and Oracle license costs.

**Database-as-a-Service**
Advanced automation for deployment, provisioning, and life cycle management.

**Continuous Availability**
Industry’s only 100% data availability guarantee with energy efficient VSP storage.
Multi-cloud Ready Oracle Solution

- Turnkey integrated Oracle infrastructure
- Orchestrated deployment for database instances
- Oracle license compliance and audit management
- Flexibility to deploy Oracle and other databases
- Help sustainability by replacing database storage server sprawl with VSP storage solution
- Single point of support for your database stack
- Non-disruptive automated upgrades

“We selected Hitachi Vantara for the performance, reliability and features of its technologies... We can now offer unique digital experiences that help improve our customers’ sense of well-being, which improves our competitive advantage.”

Danilo Rogério Bonfim
Head of IT, Mitre Realty
**Database-as-a-service**

- Automated deployment
- Automated life cycle management
- Monitoring and compliance

**Hitachi Unified Compute Platform CI**
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**Fig. 2 Database-as-a-service**
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**About Hitachi Vantara**

Hitachi Vantara, a wholly-owned subsidiary of Hitachi Ltd., delivers the intelligent data platforms, infrastructure systems, and digital expertise that supports more than 80% of the Fortune 100. To learn how Hitachi Vantara turns businesses from data-rich to data-driven through agile digital processes, products, and experiences, visit hitachivantara.com
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**Contact Us**

Let us help you with modernizing your Oracle Infrastructure.